Abstract-We derive the diversity order of some multiple antenna multi-user cancellation and detection schemes. The common property of these detection methods is the usage of Alamouti and quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes. For detecting J users each having N transmit antennas, these schemes require only J antennas at the receiver. Our analysis shows that when having M receive antennas, the array-processing schemes provide the diversity order of N (M − J + 1). In addition, our results prove that regardless of the number of users or receive antennas, when using maximum-likelihood decoding we get the full transmit and receive diversities, i.e. N M , similar to the no-interference scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a lot of attention to multi-user detection schemes with simple receiver structures. Among the simplest ones are those that employ space-time codes [1] - [3] . An orthogonal space-time block code (OSTBC) has linear Maximum-Likelihood (ML) decoding complexity in terms of the number of its symbols [4] , [5] . This is due to the fact that such a code with K symbols can be modeled as K scalar channels, each bearing information of only one symbol.
When two users employing similar OSTBCs, transmit data to the same receiver, it is as if we have K scalar channels each bearing information of two super-imposed symbols.
Heuristically, to solve two unknowns (symbols), we need two independent linear combinations of them. In our case this translates to having two antennas at the receiver. Besides
OSTBCs, there are other space-time codes that allow applying the same procedure. We have shown in a recent paper how one can apply multi-user detection (MUD) on any number of users with any number of transmit antennas [1] . In that work we have used a quasi-orthogonal space-time block code (QOSTBC) and its generalization [6] . The benefit of the MUD schemes that employ OSTBC or QOSTBC is that they require very few number of receive antennas. For example, those using Alamouti code [4] or generalized QOSTBC [1] require as few as the number of users. Moreover, they provide very simple decoding.
Although there has been a lot of work in this area, there is a lack of performance analysis. To the best of our knowledge, a mathematical calculation of the diversity order of these MUD schemes is missing in the literature. Therefore, we were motivated to find the exact diversity order of these schemes.
In a recent work [7] however, the authors provide a mathematical model for calculating the equivalent signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) of different MUD methods. Their work gives us a tool for analyzing the performance of these schemes. In this paper we will derive the diversity order of all the multiple antenna multi-user detection schemes described in [1] based on the work in [7] . These multi-user schemes include those using Alamouti code for 2, QOSTBC for 4 and generalized QOSTBC for higher number of transmit antennas. In this paper,the diversity order is shown to be equal to N (M −J +1), where J is the number of users and N and M are the number of transmit and receive antennas respectively.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews the concept of diversity and discusses a few methods of deriving it for a system. In Section III we review the multiuser detection using Alamouti scheme. We then derive the diversity order of that scheme for two users. In Section IV, we review the multi-user detection using QOSTBCs and derive the diversity order for it. Section V concludes the paper.
II. DIVERSITY ORDER IN A COMMUNICATION SCHEME
Diversity is usually defined as the exponent of the Signalto-Noise-Ratio (SNR) in the error rate expression, high-SNR scenario,
where P e represents the probability of decoding error. One can derive other variants of the diversity definition from the above formula. We mention one that will be used frequently in this work. In [8] 
Therefore, when finding the diversity order, it is sufficient to know the outage behavior of the system [9] d = lim
III. MULTI-USER DETECTION USING ALAMOUTI
Consider two users transmitting data simultaneously to a single receiver. Assume also, that they are using the Alamouti scheme. We denote the first user's message by c =(c 1 , c 2 ) T , and the second user's message by s=(s 1 , s 2 ) T . When using
Alamouti the original code transmitted will be in the form
−s * 2 s * 1   . As described in [1] however, one can derive an equivalent notation as following
where r has entries r i =[r 1i − r * 2i ] T with r 1i and r 2i being the signals received at the ith receive antenna over two consecutive symbol periods. n has a Gaussian distribution with E[nn * ] = 2 SN R I. Also, H and G are the equivalent channel matrices from the first and second user to the receiver, respectively. Assuming 2 receive antennas, H and G will have an Alamouti structure as follows
In order to decode the message of each user, one can use several techniques as mentioned in [3] , [7] . The most trivial and computationally complex method is decoding both users together. This method, also known as ML, finds c and s as follows.
The second method is Array-Processing (AP) and is sometimes named as Zero-Forcing (ZF) or soft interference cancellation. It requires very little computation and has linear decoding complexity. The following shows the the first step of this decoding method to separate c and s,
Note that the inverse of the Alamouti matrix is a multiple of its Hermitian and therefore easy to compute.
In what follows, first, we prove a lemma that we use in the calculation of the diversity order.
Lemma 1:
The following equality is valid for all H and G matrices of the form (5):
where,
Proof: Can be checked easily after plugging in the auxilary vairables.
A. Diversity order of ML method
Consider the system described in Eq. (4) with M receive antennas. When using ML, the receiver finds the codeword that satisfies the minimum distance criterion for the following
The diversity of the above system is equal to the minimum rank of all the difference code matrices times the number of receive antennas [10] . For the above system this value will be 2M . For more than two users, the diversity order will remain the same since the minimum rank does not change 1 . A similar argument applies to any full-rank code designed for N transmit antennas, including codes designed in [1] , as our reasoning is independent of N . Therefore, in general, the diversity of the ML decoding method is equal to M N .
B. Diversity order of the array-processing method with 2 receive antennas
When there are two Alamouti-equipped transmitters, the effective SNR for user number one when using array-processing (zero-forcing) has been derived in [7] to be
where Λ is defined as
We now apply the formula in Eq. (3) to derive the diversity order.
We can use (7) to simplify the numerator as shown in Eq. Moreover, it can be easily checked that these Gaussian random variables are independent. Therefore, the sum of their squares is Chi-square distributed with 4 degrees of freedom and has the following density function
For small enough ,
where f (x) = O(g(x)) means there is a positive constant c such that f (x) ≤ cg(x) for the desired range of x. Since the quantity in Eq. (15) is independent of b, its expected value with respect to b will remain the same. Therefore, we have
C. The case with more than 2 receive antennas Let us now assume the previous system with the exception that there are 3 receive antennas rather than two. For this system we have
After applying the array processing algorithm and cancelling the effect of user corresponding to message s we get
Conditioned on G i s, the noise terms n 1 and n 2 are correlated Gaussian random variables. The very statement applies to the new channel matrices
G1 2 . In [11] it is shown that in a Rayleigh fading system with receive correlation, like the one we have here, the diversity order will be N M as long as the correlation matrix of the channel is full-rank. Since, [11] assumes white noise, the equivalent correlation matrix in our case will be correlation matrix of the channel multiplied by the inverse of that of the noise. Clearly, the inverse of the correlation matrix of the noise accounts for the noise-whitening operation.
Therefore, if we show that both of these two correlation matrices are full-rank, we can conclude that the system in Eq. (17) provides a diversity order of 4 (N = 2, M = 2). The correlation matrix of noise is equal to
where I 2 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. This matrix is clearly full-rank for almost (surely) all G i realizations. It remains now to find the correlation matrix of the equivalent channel. Since
where the coefficients are normalized so that the noise terms have unit power. Using the SNR result from [7] and Eq. (7) we can write 
The above values are real and imaginary parts of the channel coefficients. Instead of finding the complex correlation matrix we can find the following real correlation matrix
where
be easily shown that if C is full-rank so will be the complex channel correlation matrix. We already know that {A i } and {B i } are each uncorrelated among themselves. Calculating
From [12] we have )I = 0 (24) Therefore, the system described in Eq. (19) will provide full diversity, i.e. 2 × 2=4. This means that the described array processing scheme provides a diversity order equal to N × (M − J + 1) for the case of N = 2, J = 2, and M = 3.
We now further inspect the diversity order of the scheme by considering the general case of M receive antennas, while keeping the same number of users and transmit antennas. After canceling the effect of the user corresponding to message s we get
We will again form the correlation matrix for noise and the equivalent Alamouti channel coefficients and examine whether they are full-rank. The noise correlation matrix will be
The matrix on the left hand side of the tensor product is fullrank since it has M − 1 nonzero eigenvalues as following
The eigenvectors of this matrix are standard unit vectors e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e M−1 .
We should now examine the channel correlation matrix. In the general case of M receive antennas, we will have
It can be checked easily that
I=β i I. It proves that C is full-rank if we can find a 4(M − 1) × 4(M − 1) matrix U such that the rank of U T CU is equal to 4M . We will try to construct U based on the following structure
where u i s are 4(M − 1) × 4 matrices. The following two lemmas will lead us to construct the matrix U.
Proof: Omitted due to lack of space.
Lemma 3:
The following equation has M −1 distinct non-zero
We name these distinct non-zero roots λ * 1 , · · · , λ * M −1 . Let us now define u i vectors by
where a mi = 1 λ * i +bm−1 for i, m = 1, · · · , M −1. From Lemma 3 and properties of B j s it is clear that
We are now ready to show why C is full-rank as follows
which is clearly full-rank and it proves the same property for the matrix C. Therefore, the channel correlation matrix is full-rank and the provided diversity for the scheme described in Eq. (25) is 2(M − 1).
D. The case with more than 2 users
Let us now assume the multi-user system with 3 users and 3 antennas at the receiver as follows
Once we apply the cancellation technique on the user corresponding to message x we get
We note that K
2 receive antennas. Therefore, similar to the system in (17) all the diversity claims of a 2-user system (conditionally) apply. 3 In other words, the diversity order will be equal to 2. Taking the expectation over all K i s will not change this constant value and the diversity will remain 2. Similarly, when having M receive antennas for multi-user detection of 3 users we get the diversity order of 2(M − 3 + 1). Using induction on the number of users then, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Suppose we have J Alamouti-equipped users transmitting to the same receiver in the same frequency band that are time synchronized. Let us also assume that at the receiver we have M antennas and we use array processing as explained in [1] . The diversity provided to each user will be equal to 2(M − J + 1).
IV. MULTI-USER DETECTION FOR MORE THAN TWO TRANSMIT ANTENNAS
In this section we first briefly explain the scheme in [1] and then find its diversity order. Suppose, we have two users each with 4 transmit antennas using a QOSTBC. They are synchronously transmitting data to a receiver with two receive antennas as following
The only difference is that the noise and the channel coefficients are correlated. However, this will not affect the diversity results since the correlation matrices are exactly like those in Eqs. (18) and (22) and therefore full-rank.
We then define 
Assuming similar definitions for r 2 and r 2 we will have
and the rest of the matrices are defined similarly. Eq. (37) reminds us of Eq. (4) and (5) . Using the same array-processing algorithm one can cancel the effect of s and get the following
where A and A can be shown to be in the form of 
Conditioned on G i and G i values, the above system is equivalent to a single-user QOSTBC with independent noise and Rayleigh fading channel coefficients. This system clearly provides a diversity order of four 4 , even after taking the expectation. Therefore, in the case of J = 2 users, N = 4 transmit, and M = 2 antennas the diversity order is 4=N (M − J + 1).
A. The case with more than 2 receive antennas Let us consider the above system with the exception that there are three receive antennas instead of two. For this system we have
After canceling out s we get
Although Gaussian, neither the noise terms, nor the channel fades are uncorrelated. The correlation matrix for the (z 1 z 2 )
B. The case with more than 2 users
Let us now assume the multi-user system with 3 users and 3 antennas. Let us represent their channel coefficients by
, and
respectively. Naturally the code each of them will transmit will be in the form a QOSTBC. Now, if we perform the conversion to the Alamouti form, we derive the following equations
Conditioned on K i s and K i s, the above system represents a Rayleigh fading channel with 2 users and 2 receive antennas.
Therefore, similar to the system in (17) all the diversity claims of a 2-user system (conditionally) apply. 6 In other words, the diversity order will be equal to 4. Taking the expectation over all K i s and K i s will not change this constant value and the diversity will remain 4. Similarly, when having M receive antennas for multi-user detection of 3 users we get the diversity order of 4(M −3+1). Using induction on the number of users then, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2: Suppose we have J QOSTBC-equipped users transmitting to the same receiver in the same frequency band that are time synchronized. Let us also assume that at the receiver we have M antennas and we use array processing as explained in [1] . The diversity provided to each user will be equal to 4(M − J + 1). 6 The only difference is that the noise and the channel coefficients are correlated. However, this will not affect the diversity results since the correlation matrices are exactly like those in Eqs. (23) and (27) and therefore full-rank.
In [1] we showed how, using In addition, the result can be extended to non-power-of-2s
with column removal method explained in [1] to prove the following corollary. 
V. DECODING OF AN INTERFERENCE CANCELED SYSTEM
Since noise coefficients after interference cancellation are correlated we will need "noise-whitening" operation. Below we show that we will still have the separate decoding property for the case of 2-transmit antennas.
As shown, after canceling the first user we have
